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Adobe insider Ted Alspach helps you unlock the power of CS3 The new CS3 version of Illustrator is
light years beyond previous versions, and whether you're a novice or veteran designer, you'll want
to get quickly up to speed on this powerful new tool. With clear explanations and plenty of
examples, Adobe insider Ted Alspach reveals the secrets on how to best use Illustrator CS3 for
Web graphics, integrate it with the rest of the Creative Suite, work in 3Dâ€”and above all, why it's
such a radical step up from CS2. Tap the power of Illustrator CS3 for your projects with this in-depth
guide from an industry expert. Use Live Color to get color options you never had before Integrate
Illustrator CS3 seamlessly with Photoshop and Flash Quickly start new documents with preset
profiles Work easily with transparency, fonts, styles, and effects Get more out of Illustrator with
hundreds of tips and tricks Learn about scripting and Web graphics generation for online design
Customize the Illustrator workspace Generate color sets with Live Color Create graphics for the
Web
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It has been 2 years from last "Illustrator CS2 Bible" and now we have updated version of it to
CS3.This time book again written by Ted Alspach alone and he stays the guard of this reference
from version 7 (in far 1997). And the most interesting thing that every time Ted tried to power this
book on 100% with information.Bible keeps not only it's author, but also great style. With minimum
clear explanation it gives you the most full information on an object. There're couple of color insert

with nice Illustrator examples (seems very creative). Book consist of 700 pages. Pages are not not
white shiny to make you blind, but pretty good indeed and in calculation of (book information*paper
quality)/price buyer wins a couple of times.All information you need is included: from novice to
professionals - this reference is for everybody. To study new features or start from basics, to draw
simple lines up to combine them in one complicated object and up to professional printing process
of your work.Great information order, information presented very clear and it is easy to follow, easy
to find and it is explained step by step.As we all know Illustrator belongs to Adobe family products,
that's why almost every month such programs as Illustrator, Flash, Photoshop and other are used
together to make work more easy and productive. Ted took one chapter of this time to explain the
very basics of this programs integration (to expand our vision on this program and it's
possibilities).Illustrator is also a very powerful program and has a lot of "hot keys" and the complete
list of it you can find in Appendix.
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